
Introduction 

 For many Japanese girls, “Purikura”, a kind of photo machine, is 

necessary device to keep their great memories. 

 It has many high-tech functions, such as an editing tool or a processing 

tool to take a picture of a subject more beautiful and cuter. 

 In particular, the technology of processing images in purikura has 

become higher and higher. We wondered how purikura edit the subject’s 

face and make it close to her ideal. 

 

 Comparison of a Photo of Digital Camera with One of Purikura 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

●Comparison by RGB level 

 Digital Camera Purikura 

Lip (red zone) R:188 G:114 B:103 R:239 G:166 B:159 

Lip (gloss) R:233 G:186 B:178 R:255 G:189 B:184 

Skin R:231 G:200 B:169  R:255 G:221 B:204 

The lidge of the nose R:231 G:194 B:167 R:255 G:226 B:198 

The ratio of black eye 

to white eye 
Black:47% White:53% Black:56% White:44% 

*RGB level shows the ratio of a picutre’s color by red, green, and blue. 

 

●Visual Comparison 
 

Lip: Purikura is lighter. 

       
 
Skin: Purikura is lighter and whiter. 

          
 
Nose: Purikura is lighter and thinner. 

         
 
Eyes: Purikura has more black part of eyes, and the shape is more circular. 

      
 

 

   

Process a Picuture of Digital Camera by Using Data  

Software：Gimp, Dibas32                         

 

 

 

 

 

【Eye】 Make the iris bigger and lower the corner of the eye. 

              
 

【Nose】Make the nose thinner on the whole and smaller in the wings of the nose. 

               
 

 【Mouth】Shade off the mouth’s line and make the mouth a little redder. 

                   

 

     

 

Conclusion 

 Photos of purikura are made by processing many parts. When we edited 

a photo by the digital camera to imitate a photo by purikura, we found 

that it was necessary to edit not only the part of face, but also the balance 

of face. 

 Studying this process will lead to the ideal ratio which makes us more 

beautiful 
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